
WHY ATTEND “BECOMING A 
MASTER OF INFLUENCE AND 
PERSUASION”

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ON “BECOMING A 
MASTER OF INFLUENCE AND PERSUASION?”

No matter where you are in your life right now, the single biggest thing that 
stands between you and what you want is your ability to influence and persuade 
others.

In your career it is influence that will get you the job, the promotion or your 
next pay rise.
In business, influence is the difference that make the difference in terms of 
your financial success.  Whether that be in advertising, sales, attracting the 
right staff, investors or business partners. 
In your relationships, your ability to influence is what will get you the 
partners of your dreams and keep them in a loving relationship with you. 
In your family, your influencing skills are how you empower your loved ones.
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This program has some of the most powerful models of influence blended into one training, these include:

THE FOUR CORE ELEMENTS OF 
INFLUENCE
In order to become a Master of Influence and 
Persuasion, one needs to understand the 
fundamental applications of influence. The four 
Core Elements of Influence have been used time 
and time again by the most successful people 
today!

During “Becoming a Master of Influence and 
Persuasion” you will learn how to use these on a 
one to one basis, in presentations and in written 
material.

THE LATEST DISCOVERIES FROM 
NEUROSCIENCE
Recent discoveries in neuroscience have enabled 
us to observe what is happening in the brain 
when people are put into decision making 
situations. This has provided fascinating insights 
into the importance of emotions, memory 
structures and rhythm. 

LANGUAGE PATTERNS OF 
PERSUASION
You will be shown language patterns that are 
designed and proven to get you the results you 
want. Politicians, successful CEO’s and 
Entrepreneurs use these exact language patterns 
to get everything that it is they want. In this 
section y ou will understand how to use them in 
your everyday life. 

HOW AND WHEN TO ASK THE 
RIGHT QUESTIONS: 
If you would like to know how to ask questions 
that can really make an impact on people, and 
when specifically to use them, then this segment 
will really empower you. 

During “How to be a Master of Influence and 
Persuasion”, Bernard will show you exactly how 
this is done in a highly useable form using NLP 
Coaching, Modeling and persuasion. 

UNCOVERING SOMEONE’S’ 
LIMITING BELIEFS AND 
DECISIONS
This is by far the most powerful tool taught in this 
training. With this skill, you will be able to easily 
identify what Is stopping someone from moving 
forward with a decision and in turn help them 
choose which direction would serve them best.

When you think about it, influence is probably the number one life and leadership skill, yet we are not taught it at school. Many of the 
world’s most successful people were not great at school but what they were able to do, was influence and persuade really well!

want to become a master of 
influence and persuasion.

HOW TO BE A MASTER OF 
INFLUENCE AND PERSUASION

sign up with 100% 
satisfaction guaranteed

KNOWLEDGE 
T  R  A  I  N  I  N  G     A  N  D     C  O  N  S  U  L  T  A  N  C  Y 

BASED LIFE



BERNARD SAFATLI – CERTIFIED TRAINER OF 
NEURO LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING – 
INTERNATIONAL KEY NOTE SPEAKER – BUSINESS 
AND LIFE STRATEGIST. 
Bernard Safatli is a recognized Motivational speaker, Certified Trainer of Neuro Linguistic Programming, 
and Business Strategist at Knowledge Based Life Training Solutions in Dubai; who has risen to be one 
of the leading authorities on NLP, Sales and Leadership Performance excellence within this region. 

Drawing upon over 15 years of Sales, Leadership, NLP Training, and Executive Coaching experience 
Bernard is considered the “Ultimate Behavior and Performance Engineer” where his passion lies within 
the psychology of what makes people successful, creating successful strategies, and consistently 
delivering peak performance Teams. 

Bernard has created many success stories with the work he has done with Small, Medium and fortune 
500 companies within the region. Through his expertise, Bernard brings clarity and understanding to 
many issues that business owners and organizations have to deal with. Whether it is understanding 
your client’s needs, creating the ultimate sales funnel, or establishing yourself as an expert within your 
field each facility is designed to educate and inspire people to succeed.

Bernard believes that personal and professional development is essential in achieving more of what you want in life; where his custom made 
workshops offer a variety of tools and techniques that can create just that.

HOW IS “BECOMING A 
MASTER OF INFLUENCE AND 
PERSUASION” STRUCTURED?

Bernard Safatli will be the lead trainer for the entire event. He will teach you the 
theories of these models and demonstrate how to use these powerful 
techniques in live demonstrations and through the use of Video. You will 
personally practice the techniques through group exercises, case studies and 
exercises. 

You will learn how to use these techniques in both one to one and one to many 
situations, face to face and video

WHAT IF YOU ATTEND “BECOMING A 
MASTER OF INFLUENCE AND PERSUASION?”
When you attend Becoming a Master of 
Influence and Persuasion you can expect 
your abilities to dramatically and tangibly 
increase as you influence and persuade 
others in real life situations. Your personal 
power will sky rocket and your ability to 
achieve your goals through the subtle 
influence of others will rise to a whole new 

level. Along with this your confidence as a 
communicator in all contexts will be 
enhanced beyond all recognition and take a 
quantum leap.

Just suppose for a moment that you knew 
what was going on below the surface in all 
situation and were able to control the 

direction of the situation subtly and 
elegantly. What would you begin to do that 
you currently are not, and what would that 
enable you to have in the grand scheme of 
things? You may even begin to think of 
yourself in a whole new way!

info@knowbasedlife.comwant to become a master of 
influence and persuasion.

+971-52-844-7422

www.knowbasedlife.com

 “ Our words have the power to change our world and the world of  those around 
US!”


